
 

 
 

*Creating club in local level and branching in national level 

*Publishing Academic journal published 9 issues( http://hsdni.org/journal/) 

* Blogging for sustainability news and views (http://hsdni.org/blog/) 

*Conducting Periodic Sustainability Conference for Better Society in  

  collaboration with universities 

*Bangla School Toronto 

*Organizing Annual children summer campaign and BBQ 

*Outreach activities in Canada and overseas on Sustainability Issues 
 

For more information Visit: http://hsdni.org/   

   

 

   

 

  

 

 

      

       

HSDN INTERNATIONAL 

 

Current Activities 

Purposes 
Philosophy 

Live Simply, Live Lively 

 
Vision 

To foster local engagement to create a more equitable society 

 
Mission 

Our mission is to promote socio-cultural, economic and environmental well-being for 

all through knowledge mobilization, collaboration, network building, and facilitation 

amongst like-minded organizations and individuals; from the grassroots to the global 

level. 

Values 

1. Complementary regard for human and non-human (environmental) 

subjects 

2. Engender inclusion and community with all HSDN stakeholders 

 

 
Objectives-1: 

To attain our main goal, our activities include not limited in publishing academic 

journal to build academic capability on sustainability; organizing and collaborating 
conference, seminar, workshop and training program to promote awareness and 

disseminate academic knowledge on sustainability; running a blog to engage like 

minded people around the world and apply the knowledge in community services. 
 

Objectives-2: 

To strive and extend sustainability activities through branching in different countries 
and collaborating with different organizations and individuals to assist and facilitate in 

solving social, economic and environmental problem with a special focus to 

underprivileged areas and sectors that includes but not limited to orphan and helpless 
children, peoples with disability, senior citizen, peoples live under poverty line and 

education to the out of school children etc. 

 

 

Upcoming Activities 

     
Address & Contact: 

2996 Danforth Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4C 1 M7, Canada. 
Website: www.hsdni.org 

Email: jislam@grenfell.mun.ca, Tel. +1-437-345-6722 

 

After several years of operational experiences as a federal registered nonprofit in Canada, 

HSDN International is now moving forward for branching in different countries and creating 
local level associations, believing that everyone has a share in sustainability, and we can bring 

changes together. Our branching in Bangladesh is an effort to expand our domain to reach 

institutes and individuals with inspiration, encouragement, and support to attain our common 
goals of creating more kind and prosperous life on earth.  

 

Bangladesh is a developing country with environmental vulnerability. HSDN focuses on 
environmental and socio-cultural sustainability but not limited to that. What is in a name? For 

the HSDN, our name is our goal; to create a practical model for worldwide holistic sustainable 

development. In doing so, we are striving to reconcile economic growth with environmental 
interests and the protection of unique societal practices, cultures, and traditions.  

 
HSDN acknowledges the interdependence and interconnectedness of all aspects of 

development. HSDN Bangladesh Chapter activities will include publishing Sustainability 

Review Magazine to promote and recognize sustainable activities, Creating clubs in 
communities to engage them in sustainability activities and emergency voluntary responses, 

Establishing model communities and any other activities that may serve the mother 

organizational vision, mission, values and objectives to create a better society.  
 

We invite you to join us as association/s, a participants of HSDN activities, a teacher, a 

student, and or a voice in this movement toward a more equitable and holistic sustainable 
society. 

 
Are to up to the challenge? 

HSDN Bangladesh  

Address and contact:  

7/A, 86, Road-23, Block-A  

Banani, Dhaka-1213, Bangladesh  

Website: www.hsdni.org 
Email: hsdnbangaldesh@gmail.com Tel. +8801909048578 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sustainability Conference in MUN, NL, Canada 

 

Objectives 

Bangladesh Mission 
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